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ABSTRACT 

Native defect,com;pensati~n ,is' often' ~uggested as the source of difficulty 
.,r' : 

in doping p-type ZnSe. Using first-principles theoretic~l ~echniques, we 

show that native defect compensation in ZnSe,is insignificant. For LiZll , 

a promising a"C;ceptor dopant,' we show that th~ reaction ~iz.n"'" VZn + Lit 
is a likely compensation, mechanism. 

Introduction 

Wide band-gap II-VI semiconductors can~~uallybe doped either p-type 
~ .) 

or n-type, but not both.l 'ZnSe, for e~ample, can easily be made n-type but 'not 
" • " '~ ,~ , >, 

p-type. One of the simplest explanations for this phenomenon is that compen-

sation occurs thtoughthe formation of native donor defects.l·2 Iiecau~e of the 

wide band gap of 'ZnSe, the energy cost to' create the defec't in p-type material 

might be recouped by transferring electrons from ah: intrinsic donor level near 

the conduction band to the Fermi level. Though ih~.m~~hanism ,is plausible' 

and is often quoted in the literature as a caijs.e of the trouble' in n~VI doping, . 

to our knowledge, there is nO 'direct evidepce tf,) indicate'whether it is ~ignificant . ' 

or not. Here, we report first-principles calculations whiCll show 'that the con-

centrations of native defects, are too, IQ_w .. in 'stoichiometric material to be re

sponsible for compensation. Deviations from stoiChiometry can enhance native 

defect compensation; however, they are as likely to compensate n-type material 

as p-type, and cannot explain why ZnSe prefers to be n-type. In the absence 

of a general mechanism, we examine a specific acceptor in ZnSe. We show that' 

p-type doping of ZnSe by Li, a promising acceptor, is inhibited by motion of 

Li from the substitutional to the tetrahedral interstitial site. 
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Defect concentrations are a function of the stoichiometry of the crystal. Our 

results for stoichiometric ZnSe are given in Fig. 1, which shows the number of 

electrons produced by native defects in p-type ZnSe doped with 1018 cm-3 

acceptors. (The range of values shown is bounded by assuming relaxations of 

1 eV and entropy of 10 kB per defect for an upper bound and 0 ko for a lower 

bound.) At MBE growth temperatures (T=600 K), our results show that the 

number of defects is far too small to be a source of compensation. Even in 

material grown at higher temperatures, excess native defects will recombine 

during cooling, unless the sample is rapidly quenched. (The dominant native 

defects in ZnSe are still mobile at temperatures as low as 400 K.S) We conclude 

that in stoichiometric ZnSe, native defects will not compensate dopants. 

We have also determined the concentration of native defects in non

stoichiometric ZnSe. Slight deviations from stoichiometry necessarily produce 

large concentrations of native defects, even at T = 0 K. For example, a deviation 

from stoichiometry of 10-5 , which is too small to measure experimentally, re

quires a defect concentration of 1017 cm-3• (In this discussion we refer only to 

deviations from stoichiometry that are accommodated by native point defects. 

Deviations from stoichiometry due to precipitates, higher dimensional defects 

or dopant impurities are not included.) Our key finding is that the defects 

produced by a deviation from stoichiometry will always compensate the major

ity carriers. For p-type ZnSe, the dominant defect is Znj in Zn rich material, 

and SeZn in Se rich material. Both are double donors. For n-type ZnSe the 

dominant (acceptor) defects are Znse and V Zn for Zn and Se rich materials, re

spectively. Similar results were found by Jansen and Sankey.2 Deviations from 

stoichiometry compensate acceptor and donor doping equally well. Conse
quently, they cannot explain why ZnSe prefers to be n-type. 

Lithium in ZnSe 

Having eliminated native defects as a generic source of compensation in 

ZnSe, we examine difficulties associated with individual dopants for p-type 

material. LiZn is known to be a shallow acceptor (EA = 114 meV), but attempts 

to achieve high hole concentrations with Li doping have generally been unsuc

cessful. One explanation is the possibility of Li moving to an interstitial site, 

where it becomes a donor. For the reaction Liln- Vin + Lit we find that the 

energy cost is 1 eV. But as the Fermi level approaches the valence-band edge, 

the reaction energy is reduced by a change in the charge state of the V Zn and the 

Li will tend to become interstitial, compensating the material. This scenario 



explains several experimental results,6 including electromigration studies of Li

doped ZnSe,7 which find substantial Li migration only in samples with a large 

Li concentration (where the Fermi level is near the valence band). For the re

action LiZo + Zn l - Li l we find that the Znj (when present in the crystal) will kick 
out the Li from the substitutional to the interstitial site, for any value of the 

Fermi level. We have also examined the behavior of interstitial Li, and find that 

the two tetrahedral sites (the one (T Zn) surrounded by (our Zn atoms, the other 
(Tse) by four Se atoms) are close in energy. Interstitial Li is a fast diffuser, with 

a migration barrier of less than 0.5 eV for the path T Zo-H - Tse where H is the 

hexagonal interstitial site. 

In conclusion, we have shown that native defect compensation is not a 

problem in stoichiometric ZnSe; in non-stoichiometric material, both n- and p

type doping are equally well compensated. To minimize compensation one must 

strive for perfect stoichiometry. Difficulties with Li doping in ZnSe are due not 

to native defect compensation, but to the tendency of Li to move from the 

substitutional site, where it is an acceptor, to the interstitial site, where it is a 

donor. 
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